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Abstract

We study a scenario of electroweak symmetry breaking where the weak gauge boson masses arises sig-

nificantly from a fermiophobic source. To minimize flavor violation, the fermion mass generation is still due

to one light doublet scalar. One of the realizations is the Bosonic Technicolor model. In these scenarios, the

Yukawa couplings between the light scalar and the standard model fermions are in general enhanced while

the couplings between the light scalar and weak gauge bosonsare reduced. Even though the flavor violation

induced by the neutral scalar at the tree level can be avoided, the charged scalar state inevitably mediate

flavor changing neutral current processes. With the enhancement in the Yukawa couplings, one expects

serious constraints of such models from flavor violating effects. We find that the most severe bound comes

from neutral meson mixing ofB0
d − B0

d . Large parameter space is excluded if the weak gauge boson mass

generation is dominated by the fermophobic sector. However, the correlation between the Yukawa coupling

and charged scalar mass show that a factor of two enhancementin top Yukawa coupling is still allowed for

charged scalar heavier than 500 GeV. We use this as a benchmark point to study the phenomenology of the

light scalar. It is interesting that the destructive interference between the top quark loop and theW -boson

loop in the di-photon channel becomes significant and makes the channel negligible. In the light scalar

region, the search becomes much more challenging than the conventional SM Higgs boson.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics mechanism of spontaneous electroweak symmetrybreaking (EWSB) remains an

open question in the standard model (SM) and there are good reasons to expect it to be unveiled by

direct evidence from current collider experiments. The simplest and the most economic mecha-

nism of EWSB is the minimal Higgs boson model where one fundamental scalarSU(2)L doublet

develops a vacuum expectation value (vev) that gives rise to weak gauge boson masses through

gauge interactions and SM fermion masses through Yukawa interactions. At hadron colliders,

the search of SM Higgs of extensive mass range relies on the fact that the Higgs boson couples

to both weak gauge bosons and fermions simultaneously. For instance, formh . 140 GeV, the

leading discovery channel of the Higgs boson is throughW±h or Zh associated production with

h → bb̄ and the gluon fusion Higgs productiongg → h with h → γγ where production is only

due to Yukawa couplings to heavy quarks while the decay is dominated by theW -loop. An al-

ternative channel is the weak boson fusion production withh → τ+τ−. For heavy SM Higgs

with mh > 140 GeV, gg → h with h → W+W− (WW ∗) or ZZ becomes the leading discovery

channels. These channels play important role not only in discovering the Higgs boson but also in

confirming the role of Higgs in EWSB.

Both electroweak gauge boson masses and the SM fermion masses break electroweak sym-

metry. However, since the gauge kinematic terms are invariant under the chiral transforma-

tion, the generation of SM fermion masses requires additional breaking of chiral symmetries

U(3)Q ⊗ U(3)u ⊗ U(3)d ⊗ U(3)ℓ ⊗ U(3)e even after the EWSB takes place. On the other hand,

in the absence of the SM Higgs, the scattering amplitudes forthe longitudinally polarized gauge

bosons (WL andZL) grow with energy squaredE2 and they violate the perturbative partial wave

unitarity at the energy scale4πMW/g ∼ 1.5 TeV[1]. A similar unitarity bound can be derived for

massive fermion scattering amplitudesf f̄ → W+

L W−
L . The unitarity bounds are inverse propor-

tional to corresponding fermion masses as16π/
√
2GFMfξ whereξ = 1 for leptons andξ =

√
3

for quarks [2]. The strongest bound from the heaviest fermion top quark is about 3.5 TeV, much

higher than the bound obtained fromWW scattering [3]. Given these arguments, even though the

sector that give rise to SM fermion masses must break EWSB, itis not necessarily the dominant

source for generating weak gauge boson masses and in this paper, we investigate the implications

of such scenario in low energy measurements and collider physics.

The models of EWSB are constrained by various precision measurements. Among them, theS
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andT parameters are directly related to the properties of weak gauge bosons [5]. Flavor changing

neutral current (FCNC) effects, on the other hand, directlyconstrain the mechanism of the SM

fermion mass generation. For instance, in extended TechniColor (ETC) models [6], in order to

generate top quark mass, the ETC scale must be low. However, such low ETC scale usually results

in large FCNC effects since the ETC sector also couples to other fermions. Even for scenarios

with SM fermion mass generation through scalars, Glashow and Weinberg [4] identified many

of extended-scalar models produce unacceptable FCNC even at the tree level. The Glashow-

Weinberg criterion for minimal flavor violation (MFV) has only two categories. One case is where

only one scalar doublet couples to the u-type quarks, and another scalar doublet couples to the

d-type quarks. The other case is that full[U(3)]5 flavor symmetry of the standard model is broken

by the Yukawa couplings of a single scalar doublet. In both cases, neutral scalars automatically

have diagonal Yukawa couplings in the basis in which the quark mass matrix is diagonal.

Therefore, we keep the assumption that the SM fermion massesare due to their coupling to

one doublet scalar as the simplest scenario without large flavor violation at tree level. However, as

mentioned, we study the case where the scalar is not solely responsible for the weak gauge boson

masses. Given the additional source for EWSB, one general consequence of this scenario is that

the Yukawa coupling is enhanced. To illustrate this feature, we use the bosonic Technicolor model

[8–17] as an example to study phenomenological implications of scenarios where EWSB and SM

fermion mass generation come from two sources.

In the second section, we briefly discuss the spectrum of bosonic Technicolor model. There

exist additional charged scalar state which also couples toSM fermions with similarly enhanced

couplings. These enhanced Yukawa couplings may then resultin large FCNC mediated by the

charged scalar at loop level. In the third section, we use theFCNC especially the neutral meson

mixing to constrain the Yukawa coupling. We then discuss thepossible implications in the Higgs

searches at the colliders in the allowed parameter region and conclude in the last section.

II. THEORY REALIZATION

Since SM fermion masses break the electroweak symmetry, thefermion mass generation sector

inevitably contributes to weak gauge boson masses. The other sector that is responsible for weak

gauge boson masses is then fermiophobic [18]. Fermiophobiccan be achieved through either SM

gauge symmetry or additional symmetry.
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If theSU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry is broken by thevev of a Higgs other than the doublet(2, 1)1

[19], the SM gauge symmetries automatically forbid the coupling between such Higgs and the

SM fermions thus fermiophobic. On the other hand, the non-doublet Higgs in general breaks the

SU(2)L+R custodial symmetry and generates unacceptable contribution to ∆T so thevevs are

usually constrained to be smaller thanO(1 GeV). One exception is the Georgi-Machacek model

[20] where twoSU(2) triplet Higgs are introduced and the∆T is under control even with larger

vev. Such fermiophobic scalarφ has very unique phenomenology since they can only be produced

via Wφ, Zφ associate production and WBF. For light scalarsmφ < 130 GeV, with the absence

of φbb̄ coupling,φ → γγ becomes the dominate decay channel [18, 21]. The heavy scalar decay

would behave similarly to the SM-like Higgs except that there is nott̄ mode. In addition, thegg

fusion production is absent and the search of such heavy fermiophobic Higgs is throughWWW

channel as [22].

Another realization is the Bosonic Technicolor theory (BTC). In this case, electroweak symme-

try is broken by the condensation of techni-quarks and theWW scattering amplitude is unitarized

by both techni-pionπTC and techni-rhoρTC . By assignment, the strongly interacting sector does

not couple to SM fermions. There exists a scalar doublet in the theory which does not develop

vev but the scalar couples to both SM fermions and the techni-fermions. The SM fermion masses

arise via techni-fermions confinement and the strength of the Yukawa couplings still determines

the mass of such fermion.

In both fermiophobic Higgs models and the BTC model, the Yukawa couplings between the

Higgs-like scalar and the SM fermions are in general enhanced when the EWSB is dominant due

to a fermiophobic source. In this paper, we use the BTC model to illustrate the general feature of

enhanced Yukawa couplings and discuss its phenomenology implications.

Using the non-linear representation, one can defineΣ in the electroweak chiral Lagrangian as

in [17]

Σ = exp(2iΠ/f), Π =





π0/2 π+/
√
2

π−/
√
2 −π0/2



 , (1)

whereΠ represents an isotriplet of techni-pions andf is their decay constant. The theory also

contains a scalar doubletΦ that couples to the SM fermions.

Φ =





φ0 φ+

−φ− φ0



 . (2)
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Φ mixes with the techni-pion state through Yukawa couplings to the techni-fermions. For conve-

nience, one can rewrite theΦ field in the non-linear form. By expanding around the true vacuum,

one obtains

Φ =
σ + f ′
√
2

Σ′, Σ′ = exp(2iΠ′/f ′) , (3)

wheref ′ is thevev of φ andΠ′ represents its isotriplet components.

The kinetic terms for theΦ andΣ fields are

LKE =
1

2
∂µσ∂

µσ +
f 2

4
Tr(DµΣ

†DµΣ) +
(σ + f ′)2

4
Tr(DµΣ

′†DµΣ′), (4)

where the covariant derivative is given by

DµΣ = ∂µΣ− igW µ
a

τa

2
Σ + ig′BµΣ

τ 3

2
. (5)

For a specific linear combination of the pion fields:

πa =
f Π+ f ′ Π′
√

f 2 + f ′2
. (6)

there exist quadratic terms that mix the gauge fields with derivatives. Such states are unphysical

and can be gauged away. The physical stateπp then arises from the orthogonal linear combination,

πp =
−f ′ Π+ f Π′
√

f 2 + f ′2
. (7)

The physical pion mass can be obtained by the potential term involving coupling betweenΦ andΣ

which originates from the techni-fermion Yukawa coupling and techni-fermion condensation. The

mass of physical pion is then very model dependent. In unitary gauge, weak gauge boson masses

arise from the remaining quadratic terms

m2

W =
1

4
g2v2, m2

Z =
1

4
(g2 + g′2)v2, (8)

wherev is the electroweak scale asv ≡
√

f 2 + f ′2 = 246 GeV.

For simplicity, we define a mixing angle in the following discussion

sin θ =
f

′

v
, cos θ =

f

v
. (9)

As long as the SM fermions get masses in the theory,f
′

is non-zero. Therefore,cos θ never reaches

1. In the limit of sin θ = 1, theσ field corresponds to the SM Higgs. For other region, theσ field
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behaves like the SM Higgs but with different couplings. Expanding the third term of Eq. (4), we

find that the coupling betweenσ and the gauge bosons is given by

LσWZ = 2 sin θ
m2

W

v
σW+µW−

µ + sin θ
m2

Z

v
σZµZµ , (10)

which is reduced by a factor ofsin θ compared to the result in the Standard Model.

The couplings of theΦ field to the quarks is given by regular Yukawa coupling. The coupling

of theσ field to fermions is given by

Lσf̄f = −
∑

fermions

1

sin θ

mf

v
σf̄f . (11)

Theσ field is mostlyΦ-like. Theσ Yukawa coupling is larger than the SM Yukawa coupling by

a factor of1/ sin θ = v/f ′. Similarly, the charged physical pion which is a mixing state of φ±

andπ± can also couple to the SM fermions. However, given the physical charged pion state is a

mixture of the techni-pion and chargedΦ, the coupling is slightly different from theσ by a factor

of cos θ = f/v and the couplings defermf/v by cos θ/ sin θ = cot θ

Lπ±
p
= −i cot θ

mui

v
π−
p d̄iLuiR − i cot θ

mdj

v
π+

p ū
i
LV

ij
CKMdjR + h.c. (12)

Here, the indexi, j stands for flavor. In the limit ofsin θ → 1, the charged degree of freedom

basically disappears and these couplings vanish.

III. FLAVOR CONSTRAINTS FROM ENHANCED YUKAWA COUPLING

The tree level FCNC mediated by the neutral scalar can be avoided when the quark mass ma-

trices and the Yukawa couplings are diagonalized simultaneously [4]. However, there exists the

charged scalarπ+
p that couples to the SM fermions and the couplings are flavor violating. In ad-

dition, the enhanced couplings of1/ sin θ made the constraints more severe. In this session, we

examine the bounds on the Yukawa coupling due to FCNC processes involving the charged scalar.

At tree-level, the charged scalar can contribute to flavor violating rare decays likeBu → τντ ,

B → Dτντ . The SM prediction for the BR(Bu → τντ )SM = (0.95 ± 0.27) × 10−4 while the

current experimental value is BR(Bu → τντ )exp = (1.65± 0.34)× 10−4. TheW±-mediated SM

contribution is suppressed due to helicity suppression. Even though the charged scalar may be

much heavier, the no-helicity-suppression made the scalar-mediated contribution comparable to

the SM contribution. The decay amplitude is proportional to

Vub
mb

f ′

mτ

f ′

f 2

v2
(13)
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In the type-II 2HDM, a similar contribution mediated by the charged Higgs only becomes relevant

when thetanβ & 10 for very light charged Higgs ofMH+ = 100 GeV and the bound for charged

Higgs of 700 GeV istan β < 60 [23]. If one translates such bound into the current model, the top

quark Yukawa coupling is greater than4π and become strongly coupled. Therefore, in the range

that we are interested in, the bound fromBu → τντ is irrelevant.

Recent search onµ → eγ at MEG experiment will soon reach BR(µ → eγ) ≃ 1 × 10−13.

The one loop contribution from charged state toµ → eγ is suppressed by the small lepton masses

and additional helicity-flip. However, the usual largest contribution in Higgs mediatedµ → eγ

is the Barr-Zee two-loop effects involving the charged scalar coupling to a top-bottom loop. The

two-loop involvingZ and neutral scalar does not exist since there is no tree-level flavor violating

vertices in the neutral scalar coupling to the SM fermions. But, again, similar study in type-II

2HDM has shown the contribution only reach the next sensitivity for extremely largetan β of

60 [24]. We don’t expect the current model receive constraints from the lepton flavor violating

experiments likeµ → eγ.

Given the large top quark mass, the most serve constraints come from neutralBd-mixing or

Bs-mixing since these processes do not have suppression frommb or small lepton masses. The

charged Higgs mediatedBd-mixing had been calculated for 2HDM [25]

∆MBd
=

G2
Fm

2
tf

2
Bd
B̂dMB | V ∗

tdVtb |2 ηb
24π2

[IWW (yW ) + IWΠ(y
W , yΠ, x) + IΠΠ(y

Π)], (14)

where

yW =
m2

t

m2
W

, yΠ =
m2

t

m2

π+
p

, x =
m2

π+
p

m2
W

, (15)

and

IWW = 1 +
9

1− yW
− 6

(1− yW )2
− 6

yW

(

yW

1− yW

)3

ln yW

IWΠ = λ2

tt y
Π

[

(2x− 8) ln yΠ

(1− x)(1− yΠ)2
+

6x ln yW

(1− x)(1− yW )2
− 8− 2yW

(1− yW )(1− yΠ)

]

IΠΠ = λ4

tt y
Π

[

1 + yΠ

(1− yΠ)2
+

2yΠ ln yΠ

(1− yΠ)3

]

.

(16)

The QCD running of the Wilson coefficient is given byηb = 0.552 [26]. The non-perturbative

decay constantfBd
and the bag parameter̂Bd from lattice QCD calculation isfBd

B̂
1/2
d = 216 ±

15 MeV [27] and we take the conservative value asfBd
B̂

1/2
d = 201 MeV. Since the theoreti-

cal uncertainty fromfBB̂1/2 dominates experimental uncertainties and they are correlated inBs

andBd decays, we use only∆MBd
here which has the smallest total uncertainty and the current
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FIG. 1. Constraints on thef
′

/v and charged scalar massmπ+
p

from ∆MBd
. The yellow region is excluded

at 95% C.L.

experiment measurement forBd mixing is

∆MBd
= (507± 4)× 109~s−1 . (17)

Figure 1 shows the correlated constraints on the mixingsin θ (f
′

/v) and charged scalar mass

mπ+
p

from ∆MBd
. The mixingsin θ represents the ratio of top quark mass effects in the total

EWSB. In the limit ofsin θ = 1, thef
′

= v and the charged scalar state disappears and theσ

corresponds to the SM Higgs boson.

The correlation showed in Fig. 1 gives the constraints on thecharged scalar masses and the

charged scalar coupling to the SM fermions. The mixingθ = π/4 corresponds to where thef
′

is

50% of the EWSB and theσ coupling to SM fermions have been enhanced by a factor of 2. As

long as the charged scalar mass is greater than 500 GeV, the scenario is not excluded by the∆MBd
.

In the following session, we use the factor of 2 enhancement as a benchmark point to illustrate its

strong implications over the Higgs phenomenology.

IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

In the BTC models, the couplings of the lightest neutral scalarσ to weak gauge bosons are sup-

pressed bysin θ while to the SM fermions are enhanced by1/ sin θ in comparison to the SM Higgs

boson. This feature significantly changes the Higgs phenomenology. An immediate consequence

in theσ production is that the gluon fusion production rate is enlarged while at the same time, the
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Wσ associated production rate as well as the weak boson fusion production rate are both reduced.

On the other hand, theσ decay BR is also modified. In this section, we use the benchmark point

of sin θ = π/4 in BTC model to illustrate how the Higgs phenomenology changes accordingly in

this scenario.

The most important channel for light SM Higgs discovery is the di-photon search. Similarly,

theσ → γγ has bothWW and fermion loop contribution while the fermion loop contribution is

enhanced andWW loop is reduced. Theσ → γγ decay partial width is given by

Γ(σ → γγ) =
Gµα

2M3
H

128
√
2π3

|
∑

f

NcQ
2
fA

H
1/2(τf )/ sin θ + AH

1 (τW ) sin θ |2 (18)

where

AH
1/2(τ) = 2[τ + (τ − 1)f(τ)]τ−2

AH
1 (τ) = −[2τ 2 + 3τ + 3(2τ − 1)f(τ)]τ−2 (19)

and the functionf(τ) is defined as

f(τ) =







arcsin2
√
τ ; τ ≤ 1

−1

4

[

log 1+
√
1−τ−1

1−
√
1−τ−1

]2

; τ > 1
(20)

One interesting feature is that theW -loop and heavy quark loop interfere destructively. In the case

of SM Higgs boson, the contribution is dominated by theW -loop contribution. However, with

the reduced coupling inσWW and the enhanced coupling inσff̄ , the destructive interference

effect become significant in the di-photon channel and makestheΓ(σ → γγ) partial width much

smaller than the SM Higgs for the corresponding masses. Figure 2 shows (a) the decay BR ofσ to

various important searching modes and (b) the total width ofσ in the case of mixingsin θ = π/4.

The partial width ofΓ(σ → γγ) for Mσ = 120 GeV is onlyO(0.1 KeV) which is one order of

magnitude smaller than the corresponding partial width forSM Higgs boson. In this mass region,

bb̄ mode dominates the decay and the partial width is enhanced byfactor of 4. Consequently, the

BR(σ → γγ) is reduced by two order of magnitude. The di-photon mode is essentially negligible

even with the enhancement in top Yukawa coupling ofgg fusion. Theσ production via gluon

fusion withσ → bb̄ decay would encounter tremendous irreducible QCDbb̄ background. Another

standard search through associate productionWσ, Zσ with with σ → bb̄ is suppressed by factor

of sin2 θ. The lightσ search is then much more challenging than the SM Higgs boson.

In the off-shellW region, given the enhancement inbb̄ and reduce inWW ∗, bb̄ dominates

larger region than the SM Higgs. In Fig.2,Mσ = 140 GeV, BR(σ → WW ∗) is almost 8 times

9
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FIG. 2. (a)Decay BR ofσ (solid lines); (b)σ total width (solid line), both in the case ofsin θ = π/4

(f ′ = f), in comparison with the SM Higgs boson (dashed lines) .

smaller than the corresponding SM value. Therefore, even with the enhancement in gluon fusion

production, theWW ∗ expectation in this scenario is smaller than the rate of the SM Higgs.

While for on-shellWW ,ZZ region, theWW or ZZ partial width is reduced but they are still

much larger than thebb̄. In the on-shellWW ,ZZ mass region, theσ decay BR is still dominated by

the weak gauge boson mode. Given the enhanced top Yukawa coupling, the exclusion from Higgs

direct search viaZZ → 4ℓ is much more severe in this case. Only when theσ mass is larger than

the2mt threshold, the enhanced Yukawa coupling then increases BR(σ → tt̄) significantly and the

WW ,ZZ decay BR are reduced by factor of 4. The direct search bound for SM Higgs can then be

applied here.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we use the bosonic Technicolor (BTC) model to illustrate some general features of

scenarios where weak gauge boson mass generation is dominated by a fermiophobic sector but the

SM fermion mass generation is still due to a light scalar doublet. In this case, the Yukawa couplings

between the light Higgs and the standard model fermions are enhanced while the couplings to weak

gauge bosons are reduced. The remaining charged scalar state inevitably mediate flavor changing

neutral current processes with enhanced Yukawa couplings.We find that∆MBd
is the most severe

bound. The correlation between the Yukawa coupling and charged scalar mass show that a factor of

10



two enhancement in top Yukawa coupling is still allowed for charged scalar heavier than 500 GeV.

We use this benchmark point to study the phenomenology of thelight scalar. The destructive

interference between the top quark loop and theW -boson loop in the di-photon channel becomes

significant and makes the di-photon negligible. For the light scalar region, the search becomes

much more challenging than the conventional SM Higgs boson.We also discuss the implication

on the light scalar search for other mass region and find for heavy scalar, the direct search bound

is more severe.
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